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Abstract—In this paper, a power minimization problem using base
station sleeping is proposed for heterogeneous cloud radio access networks (H-CRANs) taking into account the computing delay constraints.
In the proposed system, which is modeled using M/M/k queues, the
edge device coexists with the small base station (SBS) to provide
computing capabilities beside the central cloud. In general, the SBS
sleeping is governed by the availability of resources provided the macro
base station (MBS) which is in charge of accommodating ofﬂoaded
users from sleeping SBSs. However, switching off lightly loaded SBSs
can impose signiﬁcant burdens on cloud servers. Here, the proposed
sleeping scheme allows SBSs serving more computing tasks to remain
active in order to fulﬁll the task completion deadlines requested by mobile users and to keep the cloud response time within a predeﬁned limit.
In other words, the proposed scheme aims to save power by undertaking
a centralized selection of active and sleeping SBSs taking into account
the delay constraints of both cloud and mobile devices. First, we consider a disjoint cloud-edge system, where computing services can be
provided by either the cloud or the edge device, and aim to minimize the
number of active SBSs. The problem is formulated as a 0-1 knapsack
problem with SBS utilization considered as the weight while the ratio
of computing tasks to all incoming tasks is considered as the value of
that SBS. In this problem, which is solved using dynamic programming,
SBSs processing less computing tasks are given higher values; and as
a result, higher chance to sleep compared to others. Secondly, a shared
computing system is proposed whereby active SBSs (edge devices)
contribute to the total computing capability. Here, an exhaustive search
approach is used to achieve the optimal power saving. We also proved
that the shared computing system performs better in terms of response
time compared to the disjoint system depending on the number of active
SBSs.
Index Terms—H-CRAN, cloud-edge computing, energy, response time,
M/M/k.

1

I NTRODUCTION

Future cellular networks are characterized by their capability to satisfy the stringent needs of mobile users in regard
with latency and data rate [1]. Due to the vast diversity of
radio access technologies (RATs) deployed in heterogeneous
networks (HetNets), the management of such networks is
becoming more complicated and challenging. To this end,
performing data aggregation from all network nodes in
the centralized baseband unit (BBU) pool for processing, in
the well-known architecture of heterogeneous cloud radio
access networks (H-CRANs), can achieve huge success in
this direction [2]. The remote radio heads (RRHs) and small
base stations (SBSs) in H-CRANs are basically deployed to
provide high data rates by exploiting the spatial reuse of

frequencies. Meanwhile, macro base stations (MBSs) are in
charge of providing cross-tier management such as user association, handover management, trafﬁc ﬂow, and networkwide coverage. In other words, SBSs belong to the data
plane whereas MBSs belong to the control plane.
From the computing perspective, having the complex
computing tasks such as computer vision and data analytics
processed in the central cloud is a big step towards improving the computing performance for users and machines
[3]. Nevertheless, the ever increasing number of connected
devices in the context of Internet of Things, smart homes,
autonomous driving, etc., will eventually overload or even
crash cloud servers. Thus, it is essential to ﬁltrate data to
reduce the burden on the cloud and network resources,
and to improve the quality of experience (QoE) especially
in regard with end-to-end delay [4] [5].
Bringing computing services at the vicinity of mobile
users in the paradigm of edge (fog) computing can significantly reduce the end-to-end delay experienced by users.
This reduced delay helps support the emerging delaysensitive applications such as E-health, real-time control,
and vehicular communications [6] that can tolerate a delay
of only few milliseconds [7]. Edge devices are equipped
with the necessary hardware to enable small-scale cloud-like
functions such as computing and storage. Moreover, edge
computing beneﬁts the close proximity with mobile users
to offer geo- and context-aware services such as content
caching. It is thus obvious why edge computing which
complements the cloud is described as ”fog” because fog
physically resides closer to the ground (users) compared to
the ”cloud” seen in the sky [8]. To take full advantage of
edge computing, it is necessary to coordinate edge devices
with the central cloud on one hand, and with the H-CRAN
on the other hand [9]. With the help of software-deﬁned
networking (SDN) technology, efﬁcient coordination of computing and communication nodes can be achieved with less
complexity.
One of the main constraints that stands in the way
of future networks is the high energy consumption. Not
only because energy raises the operational expenditures, but
also because it causes detrimental impacts on our planet.
Adopting smart SBS operation mechanisms can signiﬁcantly
reduce energy consumption since base stations account for
80% of the overall energy consumption in cellular networks
[10]. Controlling the operation of SBSs can be achieved
in a distributed or centralized manner. In the former, an
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Fig. 1: H-CRAN-CE system layout.

SBS operates as a stand alone entity using intelligent selforganized features. Whereas in the centralized control, data
from SBSs, MBSs, and other supporting nodes enter the
central BBU pool for an optimal network-aware processing.
The overhead of the centralized control is naturally higher
compared to the distributed one; however, the informed
and ceratin decisions of the centralized control boosts the
overall system performance. Therefore, prior to initiating
the On/Off and trafﬁc ofﬂoading processes, network nodes
should be well coordinated to maintain high QoS [11].
Similar to trafﬁc ofﬂoading in cellular networks, computing tasks can also be ofﬂoaded from edge devices to
the cloud and vice versa depending on the desired QoS
requirements such as energy and delay [12]. In other words,
computing tasks can be processed either locally by the
edge device or remotely by the cloud via the MBS through
backhaul links [13]. However, ofﬂoading tasks to the central
cloud will inherently increase the burden on cloud servers,
communication resources, and backhaul links. Moreover,
adopting coordinated task ofﬂoading in the layered cloudfog architecture can increase the communication overhead
and thus extra delay [14]. Therefore, it is essential to take
into account the consequences of task ofﬂoading on both the
communication and computing nodes. From the aforementioned, we propose a coordinated cellular-computing architecture that considers both communication and computing
resources towards optimal SBS sleeping operation. Fig. 1
depicts the state-of-the-art H-CRAN-cloud-edge system.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 1
provides an overview, related work, and the main contributions of this work. Section 2 describes the power, network,
and computing models. The computing-aware SBS sleeping
scheme is introduced in Section 3, followed by SBS sleeping
in the proposed shared computing model in Section 4. In
Section 5, simulation setup and results are demonstrated,
and ﬁnally, Section 6 provides concluding remarks.

1.1

Related Work

Over the last few years, SBS sleeping gained considerable
attention in the context of HetNets. Nevertheless, limited
amount of research considered SBS sleeping from both communication and computing perspectives. In [15], a sleeping
strategy was proposed by which all RATs are activated when
resource utilization in the MBS reaches a threshold value.
The N-policy scheme in [10] is concerned with the energydelay tradeoff in SBS sleeping without considering trafﬁc
ofﬂoaded from sleeping SBSs to the MBS. Furthermore, the
SBS activation delay was the goal of [16], wherein authors
used iterative approaches to maximize energy efﬁciency
considering wake-up times and coverage probability regardless of the MBS trafﬁc load. All aforementioned works
were considering performance in a communication environment; that is to say, no computing aspects were involved.
However, the proliferation of computing hungry applications have brought the attention of both academic and
industrial communities recently. For instance, a hierarchical
edge-cloud architecture was proposed in [17] to achieve
workload balancing among different computing tiers. By
dynamically distributing the workload on different servers,
over 25% improvement in program execution time was obtained. In a similar context, authors in [8] considered workload scheduling to ﬁnd the optimal power-delay tradeoff
in cloud-fog computing systems. Furthermore, a scheduling
algorithm was proposed in [18] to minimize the queue delay
in cloud servers in order to guarantee the ultra-low latency
in Internet services.
Since communication nodes play a major role in linking computing tasks with computing infrastructure, it is
essential to consider both communication and computing
nodes in contemporary research work. Here, a joint energy
harvesting and SBS sleeping was studied in [19] aiming at
minimizing energy consumption and improving the caching
performance in cache-enabled SBS networks. The work con-
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sidered the effect of SBS sleeping while maximizing the hit
ratio of cached contents.
Unlike most related work, we aim to maximize power
saving considering the SBS load, MBS load, cloud response
time, delay experienced by users, and trafﬁc ofﬂoaded
from sleeping SBSs to the MBS. The joint operation of
both communication and computing nodes can improve
the network-wide performance and provide sophisticated
sleeping mechanism for future networks. Table 1 compares
this work with related ones in the literature.
1.2

•

•

•

A SBS sleeping mechanism is proposed to save
energy in integrated H-CRAN-cloud-edge networks
under the constraints of cloud response time and
task completion deadline. In other words, two types
of constraints are considered namely the long-term
statistical cloud response time, and the instantaneous
task completion time. In this part of the work, the
cloud and edge servers are assumed to have disjoint
operation; that is, the workload cannot be shared
(disjoint queue model). The problem is formulated
as a 0-1 knapsack problem wherein the SBS utilization represents the weight whereas the amount of
incoming computing tasks represents the value of
that SBS. Here, SBSs serving less amount of computing tasks are given higher values than others. The
proposed problem, which is solved using dynamic
programming, is a centralized SBS sleeping scheme
that aims to select the optimal subset of sleeping SBSs
considering cloud and user constraints.
A novel shared cloud-edge computing architecture
is introduced in coordination with the cellular infrastructure. Here, edge and cloud servers are integrated in a uniﬁed queue system i.e. one queue and
shared servers. Thereby, edge devices contribute to
the improvement of the computing response time by
increasing the total number of functioning servers.
The optimal subset of sleeping SBSs is then found in
the later system using exhaustive search approach.
Again, the computing response time and task completion deadline are considered as constraints in this
problem.

S YSTEM M ODEL

In this section, power, network, and computing models are
presented. The general view of the integrated H-CRANcloud-edge system can be well perceived in Fig. 1.
2.1



Pj =

Ps , if SBS is On
0,
if SBS is Off

Power Model

The MBS is assumed to remain active all the time in order
to provide coverage, cross-tier control, and to accommodate
users ofﬂoaded from sleeping SBSs. Accordingly, the MBS
has approximately a constant power and thus does not
affect the SBS sleeping performance. For this reason, the
MBS is not taken into account when calculating the total
network power. The SBSs, on the other hand, coexist with

(1)

where Ps denotes the power consumption during the active
mode. Hence, the power consumed by all active SBSs can be
expressed as
Ns

Pt =
x j Pj ,
(2)
j=1

Contribution

The contribution of this work is three-fold:

2

the MBS and carry out a ﬂexible On/Off operation. The
power consumption of the jth SBS is given by

where xj is the On/Off indicator of the jth SBS, such that
xj = 1 and xj = 0 indicate the On, Off mode, respectively.
Now, let xj = 1 − xj denotes the complement of xj such
that xj = 1 indicates the Off mode, then the total power
saving Pt can be written as

Pt

=

Ns

j=1

xj Pj .

(3)

Thus, two modes of operation are considered, namely “On”
(SBS in full operation) with 100 % power consumption, and
“Off” with 0 % power consumption [16]. It should also
be noted that the term ”sleeping SBS” indicates an SBS
that is operating in the ”Off” mode and has 0 % power
consumption.
2.2

Network Model

We consider a heterogeneous network consisting of one
MBS and a set of Ns SBSs denoted by S , where users
can be associated with either the MBS or a nearby SBS.
The management of all network elements is performed in
the central BBU pool which is capable of taking networkwide decisions. In the context of H-CRANs, remote radio
heads (RRHs) generally have lighter processing capabilities
compared to SBSs; nevertheless, both SBSs and RRHs are
denoted as SBSs in this work assuming they have similar
functionality. The MBS is modeled as an M/M/km queueing
system in which km servers (radio channels) can serve km
users simultaneously without waiting in the queue. Similarly, each SBS is modeled as an M/M/ks system with equal
service rate but different arrival rates. Now, let λm , km , and
μm denote the arrival rate of tasks (users) within only the
MBS coverage (no SBS coverage), number of MBS servers,
and MBS service rate, respectively, then the MBS utilization
can be expressed as

ρm =

λm
.
km μm

(4)

where ρm must be less than or equal to 1 in order to maintain system stability. To showcase the effect of SBS sleeping
on cloud computing, it is assumed that tasks arriving at the
MBS have no computing demands. In other words, ρm has
no direct effect on the the cloud response time; nevertheless,
it affects the number of sleeping SBSs (edge devices), and as
a consequence, the amount of computing tasks ofﬂoaded on
to the cloud.
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TABLE 1: Base station sleeping strategies
Reference
[10]
[15]
[16]
[19]
[20]
[21]
[22]
This work

2.3

Network Model
HetNet
HetNet
HetNet
HetNet
HetNet
HetNet
HetNet
H-CRAN

Computing Model
None
None
None
Cache-enabled SBSs
None
None
None
Cloud-edge

Performance Indicator(s)
Energy-delay tradeoff
Energy and blocking probability
Energy efﬁciency and coverage probability
Power consumption & cache hit ratio
Power consumption and throughput
Power Consumption
Power consumption and coverage probability
Power consumption, cloud response time, and user energy

Computing Model

Therefore, the cloud response time can be obtained by

Tasks ofﬂoaded from sleeping SBSs are accommodated by
the central cloud which is modeled as an M/M/kc queueing system with kc servers or virtual machines (VMs). We
generally classify tasks into two categories, computing tasks
that require realtime processing and feedback from edge
or cloud servers, and non-computing tasks that require
telephony services without powerful computing capabilities
thus can be handled by the cellular nodes. Let λj and αj
denote respectively the arrival rate of tasks and the ratio of
computing tasks to all incoming tasks (computing plus noncomputing) at SBS j , then the total arrival rate of computing
tasks at the cloud is

λc =

Ns

j=1

xj λj αj ,

(5)

Accordingly, the cloud utilization ρc is expressed as

λc
,
(6)
kc μc
where μc denotes the service rate of each server. The
performance metric of the system under consideration is
the response time offered by the cloud. To this end, we
consider the steady state analysis based on the continuoustime Markov chain (CTMC) of the M/M/kc cloud system
as shown in Fig. 2.
ρc =

λc

λc
0

1

μc

λc

λc

...

2
2μc

3μc

λc

...

kc
kc μc

kc μc

Fig. 2: Cloud queue model.
The probability that a user will have to queue (all servers
are occupied) can be calculated as

PQ

=

∞


πi

i=kc

k kc ρkc c
= π0 c
,
(7)
k c ! 1 − ρc
where πi represents the steady state probability that i
servers are occupied. π0 , which is the steady state probability that zero tasks exist in the cloud, can be written as
π0 =

 k
c −1
i=0

Sleeping Initiator
Number of tasks
Trafﬁc load
Trafﬁc load
Harvested energy and trafﬁc load
Trafﬁc load and user location
Trafﬁc load
Trafﬁc load and network coverage
Trafﬁc, cloud response time, and task completion time

k kc ρkc c
(kc ρc )i
+ c
i!
kc ! 1 − ρc

−1

,

(8)

E[Tc ] =
ρckc +1
k kc
·
= c ·
λc kc ! (1 − ρc )2
2.4

1
ρc
1
·
· PQ + ,
λ c 1 − ρc
μc

 k
c −1
i=0

(kc ρc )i
k kc ρkc c
+ c
i!
k c ! 1 − ρc

−1

+

1
.
μc
(9)

Cost of Task Migration from Edge to Cloud

In the proposed system, a VM is allocated to each computing
task arriving to the edge device or the central cloud with
ﬁxed CPU speed. When the serving SBS enters the sleep
mode, all associated VMs will be migrated to the central
cloud. Thus, the cost of VM migration is considered as a
delay constraint in the sleeping mechanism. Each task has
a particular data size St that includes both application data
and VM state [23], and a completion deadline θt by which
the task must be executed and delivered to end-user. Therefore, the total experienced delay for accomplishing task t
consists of three components (a) task execution time (b) data
transmission time and (c) response time. Mathematically we
can formulate the total delay as follows
⎧S
St
t
if SBS is On
⎪
⎨ ve + 2 bs + E[Te ],
dt =
(10)
⎪
⎩ St + 2 St + 2 St + E[T ], if SBS is Off
c
vc
bm
bf l
where ve and vc denote the VM’s CPU clock speed (cycles/sec) in the edge device and the cloud respectively. bs ,
bm , and bf l are respectively the bit rate provided by the
SBS, MBS, and the ﬁber backhaul link. E[Te ] and E[Tc ]
denote the response time at the edge device and the cloud,
respectively. The multiplier “2” is used to calculate the time
required for both uplink and downlink transmission. Taking
into account the cost of task migration, the energy consumed
by a mobile device is thus depends on whether the task t is
processed by the near edge device or the distant cloud.
⎧
s
⎪
⎨p dt , if SBS is On
pt =
(11)
⎪
⎩ m
p dt , if SBS is Off
where ps and pm denote the user transmit power to the SBS
and MBS, respectively. Since this work incorporates different communication and computing aspects, we assume an
appropriate service level agreement (SLA) is committed by
cloud providers to ensure all clients have access to cloud
facilities [24]. Moreover, the SLA between cloud operators
and mobile devices ensures that all computing tasks are
completed before the deadline and are compensated for the
extra energy consumption due to sleeping SBSs.
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3

C OMPUTING -AWARE SBS S LEEPING
P1: Maximize:

xj

As mentioned earlier, edge devices are assumed to coexist
with SBSs and follow the same On/Off operation. Also,
computing tasks associated with a sleeping SBS are ofﬂoaded to the cloud. However, ofﬂoading tasks from the
edge to the central cloud can increase the time delay experienced by users; thus, it is essential to take into account
the loading effect of computing tasks before deciding on
whether to put an SBS in “On” or “Off” mode. Fig. 3
illustrates the system and queue models for the proposed
sleeping mechanism.

Backhaul

Cloud

MBS

SBS (On)

Edge
device

SBS (Off)

Communication link

(a) System layout.

server 1

μc
Cloud
queue

(1 ̶ x1) α1 λ1
(1 ̶ x2) α2 λ2

μc

...

.. .
(1 ̶ xNs) αNs λNs

server 2

server kc

μc
(b) Cloud queue model.

Fig. 3: Proposed H-CRAN-Cloud-Edge system.

Ns

j=1

Subject to: C1 :

km μm

≤ 1,

E[Tc ] < θc ,
dt < θt , ∀t,
xj ∈ {0, 1}, ∀j ∈ S,
αj ∈ [0, 1], ∀j ∈ S.

(12)

It is worth mentioning that xj = 1 indicates that the jth
SBS is Off and all computing tasks associated with that SBS
are ofﬂoaded to the cloud through the MBS. The rationale
behind this optimization problem which is solved using
dynamic programming, is that SBSs with less computing
duties (i.e., more non-computing tasks or higher αj ) are
considered to have higher values compared to other SBSs
and thus put into the Off mode by setting xj = 1. The
constraint C1 ensures that the total incoming tasks at the
MBS (ofﬂoaded tasks plus MBS tasks) will not exceed the
MBS utilization limit (i.e., ρm = 1) which is considered the
total weight limit in the 0-1 knapsack problem. C2 and C3
set the upper time limit for the cloud response and task
completion, respectively. C4 indicates that xj is a binary
variable. C5 shows that αj can have any real value from
0 to 1.
It should be noted that the average arrival rates of tasks
at all SBSs underlying an MBS are used to drive the base
sleeping mechanism rather than the instantaneous number
of tasks. This is because the sleeping mechanism in this
work is centralized compared to other distributed sleeping
schemes such as the N-policy in [10] that allows SBSs to
individually decide on the sleep decision based on the
instantaneous number of tasks.

4 SBS S LEEPING IN S HARED C LOUD -E DGE
C OMPUTING S YSTEM
In the shared cloud-edge computing model, both cloud and
edge servers cooperate in a sense that allows the workload
to be shared among all available cloud and edge servers provided that at SBSs operate in the On mode. In other words,
the queueing model of the shared computing systems has
one queue and joint cloud-edge servers as elaborated in Fig.
4. In the proposed shared computing system, the arrival rate
and server utilization are respectively written as

λsh =
The computing-aware SBS sleeping mechanism is formulated as a 0-1 knapsack problem which in general aims to
optimize the total value under the total weight constraint.
Here, the arrival rate of tasks at SBS j (λj ), which directly
λ
affects the utilization of the SBS ρs = ks μj j , is considered as

the weight of the SBS. Let αj = 1 − αj denotes the ratio
of non-computing tasks to all incoming tasks at SBS j , then
(αj λj ) is considered the value of that SBS. In other words,
the objective of the problem is to maximize the number of
sleeping SBSs that have less computing duties as follows

Ns

λj xj + λm
j

C2 :
C3 :
C4 :
C5 :

αj λj xj

Ns


λj α j ,

(13)

λsh
.
ksh μsh

(14)

j=1

ρsh =

where ksh is the total number of cloud and active edge
N
servers (ksh = kc + j s xj ks ).
Lemma 1. The cloud response time in the proposed shared
computing model is faster than central cloud system by a factor of

1+

Ns
j

x j ks
kc
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Assuming that the service rate of both systems are equal
(i.e., μsh = μc ), then
Cloud

E[Tc ] = 1 +

Ns
j

xj ks
E[Tsh ]
kc

SBS (On)

Edge
device

To ﬁnd the optimal set of sleeping SBSs taking into account
power consumption and cloud response time, the cost function is formulated as

SBS (Off)
MBS

Pt
C(x) = β
max{Pt }

Communication link

(a) System layout.

Sharedcomputing
queue

α1 λ1
α2 λ2

x1

.. .

x2

αNs λNs

server 1

server 2

μc

μc

server 1

server 2

μs

μs

server 1

server 2

μs

μs

server kc

μc

.. .

server ks

.. .

server ks

Cloud

SBS 1

P2: Minimize:
x

server 2

Subject to: C1 :

μs

μs

server ks

.. .

μs

Fig. 4: Shared computing system model.

E[Tc ]
=
E[Tsh ]

ρc
1
1
c
λc (1−ρc ) PQ + μc
ρsh
1
1
sh
λsh (1−ρsh ) PQ + μsh

(15)

sh
where E[Tsh ] and PQ
denote the response time and queuing probability for the shared computing system, respectively. By comparing the two systems at the same load
level and queuing probability (i.e., ρc = ρsh = ρ, and
PQc = PQsh = PQ ), we get

E[Tc ]
E[Tsh ]

=
=

Ns

λj xj + λm

ρ
1
1
λc (1−ρ) PQ + μc
ρ
1
1
λsh (1−ρ) PQ + μsh
(1−ρ)
1
λc ρPQ + μc
(1−ρ)
1
λsh ρPQ + μsh

where the last step is obtained by multiplying both numerator and denominator with (1−ρ). When the system is heavily
loaded (i.e., ρ ≈ 1 and PQ ≈ 1), then the arrival rate equals
the service rate (i.e., λsh = μsh and λc = μc ), thus
s
(kc μsh + N
E[Tc ]
λsh
ksh μsh
j ks μsh xj )
=
=
=
E[Tsh ]
λc
kc μc
kc μc

km μm

≤ 1,

C2 : E[Tc ] < θc ,
C3 : dt < θt , ∀t,
C4 : xj ∈ {0, 1}, ∀j ∈ S.

SBS Ns

(b) Queue model.

Proof.

(16)

C(x)

j
server 1



SBS 2

μs

.. .

xNs

E[Tsh ]
+ (1 − β)
max{E[Tsh ]}

where x = {x1 , x2 , ..., xNs } represents the operation status
of all SBS in the system. Moreover, x has 2Ns different
combinations of binary numbers in a truth table style.
Whereas C(x), Pt , and E[Tsh ] are respectively the cost, total
power consumption, and response time associated with x.
β is a weighting factor that determines whether to prioritize
the minimization of power consumption or cloud response
time. Thus, the problem of SBS sleeping in the shared
computing model can be formulated as

μs

.. .



(17)

The constraint C1 ensures that the total incoming tasks at
the MBS do not exceed the MBS utilization limit. C2 and
C3 set the time threshold for the cloud response and task
completion, respectively. C4 indicates the On/Off operation
of SBS j . To solve this mixed-integer optimization problem,
exhaustive search which has been successfully used to ﬁnd
the optimal solution in similar problems [21] will be used.
The optimal solution for this problem is obtained by testing
2Ns different combinations of x. For instance, if the system
contains two SBSs, then four iterations will be conducted
to test all possible SBS conﬁgurations 00, 01, 10, and 11,
where these two digits represent the operation mode for
each SBS. Therefore, when more SBSs exist in the system,
the number of iterations to ﬁnd the optimal solution will
increase. Algorithm 1 illustrates the solution search strategy.
where x∗ represents the optimal operation for the SBSs
under consideration.

5

S IMULATION S ETUP AND R ESULTS

To evaluate the performance of the proposed computingaware sleeping mechanism, simulation setup and results
are provided and elaborated in this section. Table 2 lists
the description, notation, and value for each parameter
used in the simulation. The data size and task completion
deadline are uniformly distributed between [0.5-2] MB and
[2-4] sec, respectively. Following the work in [20], the total
provided cellular throughput is 27 Mbps by the MBS and
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Algorithm 1: Searching optimal solution for P2

Minimum load,

400

Ns


Ns λj xj +λm
j
km μ m

≤ 1 − ρm then
Calculate C(xn ) according to (16);
end
n ← n + 1;
end
x∗ = argmin{C}.
if
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(a) SBS power saving.

1.016
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1.014
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1.012
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c
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MBS utilization (

0.6
m

0.7

0.8

0.9

400

450
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(b) Cloud response time.

0.5

0.45

Average user energy (Joule)

15 Mbps by the SBS. It should be noted that the data rates
here are shared by all users such that when the number of
users increases, the per-user data rate will decrease. Other
parameter settings are inspired by [25] and [26].
Fig. 5 shows the system performance using both minimum load and computing-aware mechanisms. The minimum load approach is greedy-based and controls SBS
sleeping according to only the SBS load (i.e., arrival rate)
without considering the computing demand. On the other
hand, the computing-aware mechanism determines the sets
of active and sleeping SBSs considering both the arrival
rate and the amount of computing tasks. It can be seen
in Fig. 5 (a) how θc affects the SBS power saving since it
acts as a constraint on the cloud response time and thus the
number of sleeping SBSs. Moreover, the computing-aware
mechanism is found to achieve better power saving since it
considers the computing load when selecting the sleeping
SBSs and that also leads to reduced cloud response time.
It is also clear how the MBS utilization (ρm ) signiﬁcantly
impacts the overall performance. When the MBS is lightly
loaded (e.g., ρm = 0.1), both power saving and response
time were found to achieve higher values since more MBS
servers are free and willing to accept more ofﬂoaded tasks
from more sleeping SBSs. Nevertheless, having more sleeping SBSs increased the cloud response time because more
computing tasks are directed to the central cloud instead of
being processed locally by edge devices. In contrast, when
the MBS is heavily loaded (e.g., ρm = 0.9), both power
saving and cloud response time are decreased since SBSs
have smaller opportunities to enter the sleep mode; as a
result, less computing tasks are ofﬂoaded to the central
cloud. The response time in this system does not fall below
1s since the proposed service rate in the cloud (μc ) is set to
1s and thus the service time is 1/μc = 1s. This service time
in addition to the cloud queue delay constitutes the cloud
response time as shown in equation 9. Also, it should be
noted that the task completion deadline θt follows a uniform
distribution between 2 and 4 seconds (i.e. mean θ̄t =3s).
Fig. 5 (c) shows that having more power saving due
to SBS sleeping will oblige users to spend more energy
since tasks will be forwarded to the longer cloud path via
the MBS rather than being processed by the edge device.
Moreover, the non-linearity in the user energy consumption
comes as a result of the more abundant frequency resources
offered by the MBS when it is lightly loaded which is
reﬂected by the higher SBS power saving. As a result, less
time will be required to complete tasks since higher data

c

Computing-aware,

350

SBS power saving (Watt)

Initialize xn , n = 1, 2, ..., 2 ;
while n < 2Ns do
Calculate ρm according to (4);

Minimum load,

0.4

0.35

0.3

0.25

0.2

0.15

0

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

SBS power saving (Watt)

(c) User energy consumption.

Fig. 5: SBS power saving, cloud response time, and user
energy consumption under different values of θc in disjoint
cloud-edge system, θ̄t = 3s.

rates will be offered by the MBS, and thus less energy
consumption.
In Fig. 6, comparisons between disjoint and shared computing cloud-edge systems are conducted. As proved in
lemma 1, having more active SBSs in the system reduces
the cloud response time. This can be observed especially
when ρm is high which forces more SBSs to remain active
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TABLE 2: Simulation Parameters
Description
SBS power
Number of SBSs
Number of servers in the MBS
Number of servers in the edge device
Number of servers in the cloud
Task arrival rate at MBS
Task arrival rate at the jth SBS
Computing ratio at the jth SBS
MBS service rate
SBS service rate
Cloud service rate
CPU clock speed of each VM in the edge device
CPU clock speed of each VM in the cloud
Total bit rate provided by the SBS
Total bit rate provided by the MBS
Fiber backhaul link speed
Data size of tasks
User transmit power to the SBS
User transmit power to the MBS

TABLE 3: Simulation Parameters
Number of SBSs (Ns )
5
10
15
16
17
18

Time to ﬁnd
0.015 s
1.25 s
75 s
165 s
360 s
800 s

x∗

It can be observed that ﬁnding the optimal solution requires
longer time as the number of SBSs underlying an MBS
increases; in which case, the search space need to be reduced
by assigning particular SBSs a ﬁxed mode of operation
using network and cloud characteristics [24]. Furthermore,
reinforced learning techniques can be implemented to ex-

Value
50 W
10
100
10
50
1-100 task/sec
1-10 task/sec
[0,1]
1 task/sec
1 task/sec
1 task/sec
3.2 GHz
3.2 GHz
15 Mbps
27 Mbps
10 Gbps
0.5-2 MB
0.05 W
0.5 W

SBS power saving (Watt)

500

450

400
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Shared cloud-edge
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0.4

0.5

MBS utilization (

0.6
m

0.7

0.8

0.9

0.7

0.8

0.9

)

(a) SBS power saving.

1.011
1.01

Computing response time (sec)

thus reducing the overall response time. To maintain fair
evaluation, comparisons in Fig. 6 (a) and (b) were obtained
using only the minimum load approach without imposing
a delay constraint on the cloud response time nor having a
task completion deadline, and that is why they seem to have
different shapes compared to other results in this section.
Fig. 7 (a) shows the optimal sleeping solution in the
shared computing system. By adjusting the value of the
weighting factor β , preference can be given to either saving
energy or reducing the response time. Here, when β = 0.8
more emphasis is put on power saving than reducing
cloud response time. Furthermore, adding more stringent
requirements such as θc on the cloud response time and θt
on the task completion time will affect the power saving
signiﬁcantly as seen in Fig. 7 (b) and (c).
Finding the optimal solution requires searching all possible
operation modes for all SBS within the MBS coverage. Since
there are only two operation modes, the total number of
required iterations is 2Ns as illustrated in Algorithm 1. Here,
it is helpful to measure the time required to ﬁnd the optimal
solution for different numbers of SBSs although 10 SBSs
were considered in this work. Table 3 lists the time required
to reach the optimal solution.

Notation
Ps
Ns
km
ks
kc
λm
λj
αj
μm
μs
μc
ve
vc
bs
bm
bf l
St
ps
pm

1.009
1.008
1.007
1.006
1.005
1.004
1.003
1.002
1.001
0.1

Disjoint cloud-edge
Shared cloud-edge

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

MBS utilization (

0.6
m

)

(b) Cloud response time.

Fig. 6: Performance comparison between disjoint and shared
computing systems.

tract the features of user behaviour to help decide on each
particular SBS operation and hence reduce the search space.
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duced such that edge devices contribute to the total network
computing resources beside the cloud to improve the system
computing capability. Finally, ﬁnding the optimal power
saving in the later system was found using an exhaustive
search strategy. Abiding by the fact that trafﬁc associated
with sleeping SBSs will be eventually served by the MBS,
the MBS utilization was considered as a major practical
constraint that deﬁnes the observations and results obtained
in this work.
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